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RENTALS

The centrepiece of REAKTOR consists of three halls from different histo-
rical building phases. With its timeless qualities, the architecture of the 
former event establishment still offers ideal spaces for the activities of 
cultural creators, symposia or corporations today.

ARchiTEcTuRAL QuALiTiES

The three connected main halls of REAKTOR and their adjoining spaces 
offer a total of 1,200 m2 for exhibitions, film shootings, readings, presen-
tations, congresses, symposia and many other forms of usage. The spaces 
at REAKTOR are valued especially by users for their generous spatial 
flexibility, the illumination with natural daylight via the main hall’s cleres-
tories, and their historical ambiance. The careful restoration will maintain 
the historical character of the space while significantly improving the 
infrastructure available for events. This will enable multiple usages, inclu-
ding in particular a cinema with flexible seating which may also be used 
for presentations.

FoRmER EvENTS

The many forms of interim usage so far reflect the diversity of the event 
location. Since 2012, these include the following uses of the premises:

The opening party of the Austria-wide 2012 Festival of Architecture | 
The Festival centre of the 2012 Vienna Design Week | The Global Social 
Business Summit of the Nobel Prize winner Muhammed Yunus | The last 
World’s Fair | The final presentation of “Buchpiloten” | The Conference on 
Poverty | Popular location for productions of ORF and other TV formats, 
music videos, short film projects and feature films | Readings and concerts 
by internationally renowned writers and artists | Large-scale presentations 
by successful businesses
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AcouSTic EmiSSioNS

Due to its specific architectural characteristics and its location in the 
middle of a residential area, acoustic emissions must be monitored care-
fully during any event. Events that extend past 10 pm are limited to two 
of the halls; clubbing or events with extraordinarily high levels of noise 
cannot take place at REAKTOR.

LocATioN & GETTiNG ThERE

Parking, Public Transportation

On the border of Ottakring, REAKTOR is only a five-minute walk from the 
lively Yppenplatz. Located between the tram lines 43 and 44 and not far 
from the subway line 6, it is well-connected to the public transportation 
network of the City of Vienna. An APCOA parking lot is located in the im-
mediate vicinity, on Ottakringer Straße; a Contipark underground garage 
can be found on Jörgerstraße.

RENTAL coNdiTioNS 

Daily Rate   4,800 €

Cultural Rate (50%) 2,400 €

Days for setup or striking will be billed at 50% of the relevant daily rate.

Fees for cleaning, technicians and furniture must be negotiated individu-
ally, depending on the nature of the event.

The REAKTOR Team will be happy to answer your questions about the 
infrastructure of the building, individual rental models for your event and 
experience with various formats – please contact us at kontakt@reaktor.art. 
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Floor plan

REAKTOR‘s Central Hall 
before the restauration
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